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STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY: 

A PROCESSING DEPENDENT PHENOMENON 

by 

A. G. Evans 

Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Materials Science and Mineral 

Engineering, University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The principal sources of fracture in ceramic polycrystals have been 

identified. These include surface cracks, produced during surface finishing, 

and voids, inclusions or large grains generated during processing. The 

dominance of a specific fracture source depends upon the microstructure, 

the test temperature, and the stress distribution. The origins of processing 

induced defects have been examined, and certain dominant processing variables 

identified. Connections between processing and structural reliability have, 

thereby, been established. 

This work was supported by the Director. Office of Energy Research, 

Office of Basic Energy Sciences. Materials Science Division of the U.S. 

Department of Energy under Contract No. IJ-7405-ENG-48 and by the U.S, Office 

of Naval Research, under Contract No. N00014-79-C-Ol59. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

The mechanical failure of ceramics occurs from defects. The defects 

are introduced during either fabrication or surface preparation (pre-existent 

flaws) or during exposure to aggressive environments (e.g. oxidation, pro

jectile impact). Failure studies reveal an appreciable sensitivity of the 

failure condition to the defect type1 (fig. 1) and to the surrounding 

microstructure. 2 Processing thus exerts an essential influence on struc

tural reliability, as expressed through relations between the processing 

procedure, the defect population and microstructure of the material. The 

important fracture inducing defects can be characterized by pertinent non

destructive measurements (e.g. acoustic waves) 3. Non-destructive techniques 

thus contribute importantly to the assurance of structural reliability, 

based upon an ability to reject defective components. The ultimate relia

bility of ceramic components must be based on the appropriate combination 

of processing controls and non.-destructive measurement procedures suggested 

by a comprehensive fundamental understanding of fracture, processing and 

the scattering of waves by fracture initiating defects (fig. 2). 

The intent of this paper is to examine the modes of failure from some 

of the dominant flaws, to rationalize their relative severity and to quantify 

their role in structural reliabilitY. Particular emphasis is placed upon 

the defects created during the fabrication process. The creation of these 

defects during fabrication is then examined, and links between the important 

processing variables and structural reliability are established and discussed. 

The development of associations between failure and processing identifies 

several major research opportunities. 
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The characteristics of the general microstructure also influence 

mechanical properties (fig. 2), especially properties such as the fracture 

toughness and the high temperature cavitation susceptibility. An important 

example is the nature of the amorphous phase in liquid phase sintered 

materials, such as silicon nitride. 4 These general microstructural effects 

are not afforded explicit attention in the present article. Similarly, 

defects (and microstructural chao~es) induced_by environmental interactions 

are of considerable importance in certain ceramics; 5 but again. these 

phenomena are not specifically addressed in this paper. 

2. FRACTURE INITIATING DEFECTS 

Three major failure categories can be distinguished in ceramic 

materials. At low or intermediate temperature fracture is elastic and 

generally, the strength is either invariant with temperature or increases 

with temperature2 (fig. 3a). Fracture within this temperature range can 

occur either from flaws that exist prior to stress application6•7 (mate

rials with a fine scale microcrostructure), from the coalescence of stress 

induced microcracks or from flaws smaller than the material grain size 

(materials with a coarse microstructure). Strong effects of grain size 

on strength obtain in the coarse grained regime6 (fig. 3b). In contrast, 

fracture at elevated temperatures is preceded by some non-linear deforma

tion and the fracture strength diminishes with increase in temperature or 

decreases in strain-rate (fig. 3a). This fracture process involves the 

formation and coalescence of cavities; a phenomenon associated with either 

the diffusive transport of matter from the growing cavity or with viscous 

hole growth within an amorphous second phase. The three failure classes 
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are examined on a separate basis, because different sources of failure 

prevail in each regime. Then, explicity consideration is afforded the 

defects that evolve during fabrication, as a basis for the subsequent 

analysis of defect generation. 

2.1. Pre-existent Flaws 

Typical pre-existent flaws include surface cracks~ large voids (or 

void clusters), inclusions and (infrequently) large grains. The surface 

cracks are created during machining or surface finishing. Most other 

flaws develop during fabrication. Surface crack and large grain induced 

fracture are primarily a consequence of residual stress; void related 

failures are generally related to stress inhomogeneity effects; while 

inclusion initiated failure involves some combination of residual stress 

and stress concentrating influences 

i) Surface Cracks 

Surface cracks form whenever a hard particle plastically penetrates 

the surface, as inevitably occurs during grinding, polishing or any other 

surface finishing process. The cracks develop in response to a residual 

stress that results from the creation of a confined plastic zone8(fig. 4). 

These cracks extend upon application of an external stress a and induce 
co 

failure. 9 The initial extension of the crack is stable, because of the 

dominance of the local residual field (fig. 5). Criticality (as manifest 

in a maximum value of a
00 

) develops when the remote stress attains a 

level, a~ t given by; 8 

( 1 ) 

tThe cracks represented by eqn (1) form primarily along the grinding direc
tion and thus dominyte the strength when stresses are applied normal to the 
grinding direction. 1 The strength parallel to the grinding direction has 
not been considered in such detail. The character of the transverse cracks 
is a subject for future study. 
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where KIC is the fracture toughness, a
0 

is the initial flaw size and 

a is a geometric parameter ('""'"5.8/i). This failure process generally has 

no direct association with processing, except through the influence of 

. 10( . d . h m1crostructure on K1c an issue that will not be exam1~e 1n t e present 

paper). The distribution of failure strengths is primarily related to the 

spectrum of machining forces, which dictate the range of flaw radii, a
0 

generated in the surface. However, it is noted that there should be a 

tendency for large grained regions to be more frequent sources of failure 

than would be anticipated from their density on the stressed surface. This 

expectation is based on the notion that the effective toughness at a large 

grained zone is smaller than the macro-toughness, whenever the crack area 

samples a relatively small number of grains. The crack extension at 

such locations (during grinding), should thus exceed that elsewhere along 

the surface, at the same level of grinding force. The spatial spectrum 

of grinding forces vis-a-vis the probability of occurrence of large grained 

zones would thus dictate the incidence of premature failure from such regions. 

This is a topic that requires further study. 

ii. Voids 

Large voids and void clusters constitute a frequent failure origin in 

sintered materials12 •13 •14 (fig. 6a). Voids are indirect sources of fracture 

(because a void does not usually induce a sufficient stress intensification 

to permit the direct induction of fracture from the void surface). Fracture 

from voids is typically dictated by the presence of other defects located 

in their immediate vicinity. 13 •15 The defects interact with the stress 

concentration around the void to produce the fracture (fig. 6b). The 

nature of these defects is not well comprehended at this juncture. Several 
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possibilities exist. Voids located near the surface can interact with 

surface cracks. 12 Microcracking could be enhanced in the regions of stress 

concentration around the void in the presence of an appreciable localized 

residual stress (e.g. as induced by thermal contraction anisotropy, section 

2.3). The material around the void could be mechanically or chemically 

degraded as manifest in low levels of local toughness. 

Several modes of void induced failure exist, although none are of 

sufficient generality to embrace all observed fracture characteristics. 

Nevertheless, it is apparent that, because of the statistical nature of 

the defects that must interact with the voids to produce failure, consider

able variability in fracture stress exists even for voids of uniform size1•13 . 

Also, the strength is often weakly dependent on void size (fig. 6b). This 

behavior contrasts with the limited fracture variability encountered with 

surface cracks of a specified size (eqn. 1) 9. Voids are thus particularly 

deleterious with regard to the predictability of failure, based upon non

destructive measurements. 16 An appreciable density of large voids also 

imposes stringent limitations on the strength enhancement, because reduc

tions in void size have a minimal influence on strength. The only effective 

means of strengthening is the achievement of a substantial reduction in 

void density. 

A special case of void related failure is associated with the existence 

of circumferential cavities (fig. 7). These cavities initiate mechanical 

failure in accord with mechanisms similar to those advanced for void induced 

failure. 
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iii. Inclusions 

Inclusions are a major source of premature failure. Inclusion induced 

fracture exhibits a spectrum of possibilities1, as illustrated in figs. 

and 8. Failure from each inclusion/host combination should be examined 

on a separate basis. The first distinguishing feature is the tendency for 

residual stress associated cracking attributed to thermal contraction mis

match (fig. 8). If the thermal expansion coefficient of the inclusion is 

appreciably lower than that for the matrix, tensile stresses create radial 

matrix cracks when the defect exceeds a critical size. 17 This situation 

can produce severe strength degradation; but such behavior is unusual for 

structurai materials (which must have an intrinsically low thermal expan

sion coefficient in order to resist thermal shock). Alternately, if the 

expansion coefficient of the inclusion exceeds that for the matrix, several 

possibilities can result. Highly contracting, high modulus inclusions will 

tend to detach from the matrix, and produce a defect comparable in character 

to a void. Inclusions that are more compliant, or exhibit smaller relative 

contractions, remain attached to the matrix. The expected failure mode 

depends upon the elastic modulus and fracture toughness of the inclusion, 

vis-a-vis the matrix. For example, when the inclusion has a larger tough

ness than the matrix, stress concentration effects cause fracture to initiate 

vdthin the matrix, usually from microflaws located within (or adjacent to) 

the interface. If the bulk modulus of the inclusion also exceeds that of 

the matrix, the tensile stresses (in a direction suitable for continued 

extension of the crack due to the applied stress) are confined to a relatively 

small zone near the poles of the inclusion (fig. 8). For this case, the 

fracture probability is anticipated to be relatively small, as exemplified 
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by We inclusions in silicon nitride (fig. l)o Alternatively, when the 

modulus of the inclusion is small, the maximum tensile stress concentra-

tions occur in the matrix near the equatorial plane. Fracture initiates 

within this region of the matrix, irrespective of the inclusion toughness. 

The fracture condition is thus comparable to that for a void. This case 

is expected to be an important one, because inclusions are often porous 

(following high temperature mass transport driven by thermal contraction 

anistoropy) and hence, of low effective modulus. Finally, low toughness 

(eogo large grained) inclusions with a similar modulus to the matrix can 

form sub-critical cracks. The cracks then dictate strength in accord with 

standard principles of fracture mechanics (e.g. Si inclusions in Si 3N4). 

Several modes of fracture that accord with the general principles out

lined above have been developed. 1 However, model development is at an 

elementary stage, and expressions relating fracture to inclusion size and 

composition have not been adequately correlated. Again, appreciable sta

tistical variability poses concern with regard to fracture prediction based 

upon non-destructive measurements, and adequate control of defect density 

is needed to attain acceptable strength levels. 

Inclusions usually originate either in the powder source, the powder 

treatment process or in the green compaction stages of fabrication.t Their 

elimination as prime sources of premature failure thus resides in the 

adoption of clean room procedures, proper choices of milling media and in 

the selection and control of the powder source. These requirements are 

relatively well comprehended, although not widely utilized. 

tFor example, in Si 3N4, inclusions of we originate from the milling pro
cedure (which utilizes we spheres) and inclusions of Si originate in the 
powder, which may be incompletely nitrided.~ 
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Infrequently, inclusions can form during sintering. This would occur 

if, for example, an extraneous constituent melts and forms a liquid that 

does not wet the solid phase. The liquid then agglomerates to form an 

inclusion of appreciable size. Again, adequate control of the powder 

chemistry provides a solution to the problem, 

iv,, Relative Role of Dominant Flaws 

Nost brittle materials can be expected to contain at least two popu

lations of flaws: surface cracks and fabrication defects (fig. 9a). The 

different spatial character of these two flaw populations signifies a 

variable relative role of each population in the fracture response observed 

with different components or test configurations. Strength tests are fre

quently conducted in flexure; a test procedure which imposes the largest 

tensile stresses on the specimen surface. Hence, fractures that occur in 

flexure tests generally originate from surface cracks and flexural strengths 

often reflect the surface crack population (fig. 9b). Conversely, tensile 

tests frequently induce failure from fabrication defects and hence, tensile 

strengths relate primarily to the presence of inclusions, voids, or large 

grains. 

The different spatial character of the important flaw populations also 

impacts the failure modes experienced by components, For example, thermal 

stresses usually exhibit a sharp maximum at the surface and hence, thermal 

shock failures are most sensitive to the surface crack population. In other 

situations (e.g. rotational stresses in turbine discs) the fabrication flaws 

are more critical. 
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2.2 Mic.rocrack Coalescence 

Grain boundary located microcracks develop in certain ceramics. The 

cracks usually occur as a consequence of thermal expansion anisotropy, 

which leads to the development of large localized stresses18 (fig. lOa). 

Calculations of the stresses induced at grain boundaries indicate a loga

rithmic singularity19 (fig. lOb), which is not strong enough to induce 

failure in the absence of pre-existent defects at the triple junction. It 

has thus been surmized that the cavities which exist at certain junctions 

are of sufficient size that microcrack initiation can occur at these loca-

tions. This premise provides a good estimate of the microcracking condi-

tion. but has yet to be afforded a direct experimental validation. The 

basis for the analysis is the stress intensity factor, K (as deduced from 

the residual stress) and its variation with crack length (fig. lOc). A 

peak value of K is found to exist. This peak value is equated to the 

local fracture resistance in order to deduce a critical microfracture 

condition. The critical condition can be expressed in terms of a critical 

grain facet length, ~c given by; 20 

~c = 

2 
2(1+\) hg.b. 

') 

E(L\a6T)'-
(3) exp 

where Yg.b. is the grain boundary fracture energy, E is Young's modulus, 

L\a is the thermal anisotropy, L'IT is the cooling range and \) is Poisson's 

ratio. 

Initial microcrack formation does not usually coincide with failure. 

Several contiguous microcracks generally need to accumulate (fig. 3b) 

before a crack of critical size is generated. This process is understood 
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at the conceptual level, but adequate mathematical models have yet to 
. . 21 

emerge. Failure models in the absence of microcrack 1nteract1on 

provide useful insights 9 but interaction is likely to be important 

and an effective solution to the problem requires numerical techniques. 

Some preliminary studies that include interaction effects have been con

ducted.22 However, general relations that describe fracture and reliability 

within this regime have not yet been developed. 

The strong influence of grain size upon the microcracking process 

suggests that zones of exceptional grain size could be a source of pre

mature failure, particularly if there exists a sufficient number of con

tiguous grains to provide a coalesced crack of critical size. This has 

not yet been a widely observed source of brittle fracture. Nevertheless, 

large grained regions should be regarded as a potential detriment to 

mechanical performance. Their avoidance through processing control is thus 

desirable. 

2.3 Cavitation Induced Failure 

At elevated temperatures, fracture from pre-existant flaws is fre

quently suppressed, as demonstrated by the observed stable opening of 

surface cracks. Critical fractures initiate from other, preferred sites: 

by means of a process involving the nucleation, growth and coalescence of 

cavities (fig. 3a). 23 The cavity growth is dictated by diffusion and/or 

by viscous deformation. The latter process participates in the failure 

of materials containing amorphous grain boundary phases. 4 The specific 

origins of failure in such materials have not yet been explicitly deter

mined; although, regions with either an excess thickness of amorphous 
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phase or with a local deviation in chemical compostion (i.e. a low local 

viscosity) are evident sources of premature failure. 

A superior (but still incomplete) comprehension of failure has emerged 

for predominantly single phase materials. In such materials cavitation 

typically occurs by a combination of surface and grain boundary diffu

sion.24,25,26 Generally, cavities evolve from three grain junctions and 

extend across the intervening grain facets. The consequences of this 

cavitation process are illustrated in fig. 1 I. Occasionally (especially 

in coarse grained materials) cavities also initiate on two grain junctions. 27 

The cavitation is inhomogeneous, and failure evolves from certain preferred 

microstructural regions. The dominant characteristics of the failure 

origins are still under investigation. 

Recent studies indicate that large grained regions are a strong 

source of premature failure 22 (fig. 12a), particularly zones containing 

grains that exceed the average by ~3. The enhanced failure rate derives 

from the large stress levels that develop in coarse grained zones by 

virtue of their high diffusive viscosity (fig. 12b)t. 

Fracture also originates from isolated regions that contain amorphous 

grain boundary materia1 27 , because of the relative rapidity of the failure 

process in the presence of viscous hole growtho Inhomogeneous cavitation 

in the absence of large grained or amorphous zones (figs. 3a, 10) i~ con

sidered to originate on boundaries with low relative values of the dihedral 

tA high viscosity zone in a vj1c2~s solid is analagous to a high modulus 
inclusion in an elastic solid2 , • The stress in this zone can be 
appreciably larger than the applied stress. The high viscosity of the 
large grained zone derives directly from the grain size dependence of the 
creep rate, n ~ d3. 



anglet and/or small values of the surface diffusivity26 (pertinent to 

cavities created on the boundary). Low values of these parameters 

encourage the formation of crack-like cavities (figo 13) which extend 

by the transfer of relatively small amounts of matter onto the intervening 

rain boundaries. 

The specific influence of inhomogeneities on creep rupture can be 

deduced from considerations of diffusive cavity growth (or viscous hole 

growth) in the presence of viscous constraint from the surrounding ma

terial. A typical failure relation is given by; 26 •27 

( 2) 

where tf is the failure time, coo is the steady state creep rate, 0
00 

is 

the applied stress, d~ is the local grain size, d is the median grain 

size, Db<\ is the grain boundary diffusion parameter, Dsos is the 

surface diffusion paramter, ~ is the dihedral angle and ~ is the atomic 

volume. 

Large grained or amorphous failure zones are clearly influenced by 

processing, as addressed in the subsequent section. However, regions 

with low ~ or Dsos are not overtly related to processing, Such regions 

may be an inevitable consequence of grain growth, and the resultant ten

dency for developing a specific distribution of grain boundary orientations 

(and a consequent partioning of solutes). Further studies on grain boundary 

structure and the propensity for creating specific grain boundary orienta-

tions are needed in order to examine this issue. 

tpresumably a consequence of grain orientations or solutes that yield 
low values of the surface energy or small surface diffusivities. 
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2o4 Processing Related Defects 

The preceding considerations of failure indicate that several processing 

sensitive defects exert a major influence on mechanical integrity. Large 

grained zones are important sources of failure at both low and high tempera

turesn Large voids and cavities are detrimental to mechanical performance, 

mostly at low temperatures. Certain inclusions exert a general influence 

on failure" 

Inclusions originate during the powder stage of processing, as 

outlined in the preceding sections. The formation of large grains, voids 

and cavities generally relate to events that occur during consolidationo 

Analysis of the evolution of these defects during sintering constitutes 

the primary emphasis of the subsequent section. 

3. DEFECT FORMATION DURING PROCESSING 

3ol Large Grains 

Exaggerated grain growth during sintering frequently occurs under 

conditions that promote the separation of grain boundaries from pores 

during the final stage. 28 •29 This separation event thus constitutes an 

important phase in the formation of large grain defects, such as those 

depicted in figo 12. Consideration of the sequence of events during 

breakaway30 indicates that separation can be essentially averted whenever 

the pore size is maintained below a critical level, ac . The critical 

size derives from analysis of pore and grain boundary shape changes that 

occur during the motion of grain boundaries containing pores. 

The pore changes reside in the requirement that a continuous gradient 

of surface curvature be established in order to generate the requisite 

atom flux from the leading to the trailing surface of the pore (Appendix I, 
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fig. 14). The extent of the shape change depends upon the dihedral angle 

and upon the normalized pore velocity. Some typical pore shapes for a di

hedral angle of TI/3 are shown in fig. 14. The important features to 

note are that the radius of contact, a , remains essentially invariant 

at low velocities (fig. 14b), while 'steady-state• pore motion prevails; 

whereas, non steady-state conditions initiate above a critical pore 

velocity (Appendix I), such that the contact radius diminishes with sub

sequent increases in net velocity (fig" 14c). 

Consideration of pore shape changes with pore velocity does not pro

vide a complete description of the separation event. Grain boundary shapes 

must also be computed. The specific shapes of migrating grain boundaries 

depend upon the surrounding grain configurations. An important configura

tion is depicted in figo 15a; a configuration in which the disappearance 

of the small grains constitutes exaggerated grain growth. The ultimate 

stage of small grain disappearance follows the formation of the three

sided configuration (fig. 15b), whereupon the grain boundary velocity 

continues to increase as the grain dimension diminisheso The separation 

of pores located on boundaries between two grains,t evidently initiates 

when the velocity of such pores become smaller than the grain boundary 

velocity at neighboring grain junctions or grain segments. Pore drag, 

with a consequent axisymmetric grain boundary distortion, then develops 

(fig. 16). The characteristic shapes of the distorted grain boundaries 

can be determined (Appendix I) by requiring that the chemical potential 

(or driving force) along the grain boundaries be uniform (or slowly 

tPores at three grain junctions cannot become isolated within grains (in 
the absence of major instabilities); the pores must, firstly, be displaced 
from the grain junctions onto two grain interfaces. 
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varying with position) in order to maintain continuity of motion. The 

chemical potential is dictated by the two axisymmetric radii of curvature 

(R1 and R2) illustrated in fig. 16. Then, subject to the boundary condi

tion that the grain boundary inclination at the grain junction be n/3, 

the grain boundary shapes depicted in fig" 17 are predicted. Experimental 

observations of pore drage performed in Mgo 31 and Al 2o3
32 (fig. 18) confirm 

the predicted pore and grain boundary shapes" 

Inspection of the grain boundaries subject to pore drag indicates 

boundary velocity components both parallel and normal to the EOre velocity 

vector (fig,. 16). The boJndary displacements associated with the normal 

component cause a net increase in the grain boundary driving force by 

virtue of the decrease in the curvature R2 , The grain boundary configura

tion is thus basically unstable, and steady-state motion of the complete 

pore/grain boundary ensemble is impossible. Hence, pore drag will in

creasingly distort the boundary, and eventually induce separation, The 

actual separation will occur when the pore velocity attains the level at 

which the pore contact radius. a , diminishes rapidly with further small 

increments in pore velocity (thereby, permitting convergence of the 

boundary onto the pore axis). The grain boundary coalescence is likely 

to result in a dislocation or sub-grain boundary attached to the pore 

(especially in the presence of some assymetry), as typically observed33 •34 

(fig. 19). 

Consequently, stable motion of the pore/grain ensemble and convergence 

of the pore onto the prospective triple junction can only be assured by 

averting the onset of the drag, Estimates of breakaway based either on 

the avoidance of drag or on the requirement that the peak steady state 
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pore velocity be exceeded by the grain boundary velocity suggest (Appendix I) 

a critical pore size at separation given byt; 

a~ = A('¥) 

where Mb is the grain boundary mobility and A('¥) is a coefficient 

( 1 <A < 10) that depends upon both the di hedra 1 angle and the specific 

separation criterion. 

(4) 

The separation conditon given by eqn (4) is subject to the requirement 

that the pores have previously been detached from three grain junctions 

onto two grain junctions. 30 This condition re~uires that the pore dimen

sion be less than some fraction f of the grain facet length~ where 

f rv 1/4 for a typical dihedral angle ('¥ rv 120°). The resultant pore separa

tion region thus has the form depicted in figo 20. This separation diagram 

is similar to that predicted by the phenomenoloqical models. 2~,~Y 

The principal differences reside in the numerical coefficients, in the 

role of the dihedral angle and in explicit grain size effects; (albeit that 

these differences are likely to be secondary to the common influence of 

the surface diffusivity and grain boundary mobility). The differences 

derive from the direct incorporation of unique grain-size-dependent 

variables into the phenomenological analysis: notably, a grain size depen-

dent driving force and pore spacing. The present, more detailed, condera-

tions of breakaway indicate that such variables are not explicitly in-

volved in the separation process" However, the grain size and grain size 

distribution have an indirect involvement in breakaway; an involvement 

related to the placement of grain/pore size trajectories onto the break-

away diagramo 

t 
Eqn (4) presumes that Mb is driving force independent. The incorporation 

of variable grain boundary mobiiities requires further study. 
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Determination of grain/pore size trajectories requires consideration 

of particle rearrangement, pore shrinkage and coalescence and grain growth. 

· During the initial staHe, rearrangement occurs, an~ the size of the average 
-::~_ 

pore may decrease. Thereafter, the pore size increases in approximate 

·proportion with the grain size, 35 because of pore coalescence and concomit-

tant pore shrinkage. Finally, as final density is approached, pore shrinkage 

dominates and the average pore size is expected to decrease" 36 •37 The 

resultant trajectory is depicted in fig. 20. The extent of the grain and 

pore growth is dictated primarily by the grain size distribution, the 

grain boundary mobility. the surface diffusivity and the grain boundary 

diffusivity. 36 •37 Of particular note is the existence of a peak pore 
A 

size~ a (fig. 20)o Evidently, breakaway can be averted whenever the 
A 

peak pore size is less than the critical size, ac • Maintaining a 

below ac is encouraged by small values of both the grain boundary 

mobility and the ratio of the grain boundary to the surface diffusivity37 , 

as well as a narrow particle size distribution. 

It may be surmised at this juncture that failure from large grained 

zones can be averted by devoting attention during processing to local 

distributions of both solutes (which influence the grain boundary mobi1ity38 

and the surface diffusivity) and powder particle sizes (which determine 

the grain coarsening tendencies and the adjacence to the critical pore 

size). Further studies of coarsening and of solute effects are clearly 

merited, in order to establish the limits on local variability that can 

be tolerated without encountering exaggerated grain growth. 
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302 Cavity Formation 

Crack-like cavities or 1 shrinkage cracks' form as a consequence of 

inhomogeneity in the green compact. Specifically, regions containing 

fine particles are subject to rapid densification. The differential in 

densification induces stresses within the surrounding compact (stresses 

which can lead to the development of residual cavities). In particular, 

appreciable stresses evolve as the fine grained zones approach full den

sity. Cavity formation can be analyzed by considering the sequence of 

events that occur with this phase of the sintering cycle. 39 

The region subject to rapid densification experiences hydrostatic 

tension {Appendix II), while the surrounding compact develops shear stresses 

(radial tension and tangential compression), as depicted in fig. 21. Analysis 

indicates that the radial tension in the compact immediately outside the 

rapidly shrinking zone invariably exceeds the sintering stress (Appendix II). 

The pores in this location are thus incapable of shrinkage while the inner 

zone is densifying. ~1ore importantly, for a particle size difference :5'1.3, 

the radial tension becomes sufficiently in excess of the sintering stress 

that cavity growth is inevitable. A circumferential cavity then results. 

The extent of the cavity growth can be ascertained from the strain energy 

release rate vi s-a-vis the 1 ower bound va 1 ue for creep crack growth, ~ cg 
. . 38 g1v1ng; 

"" c/R = sin-l 1 + Jl ~:'3.2~ l 2.2nRV 
(5) 

A 

where c is the cavity length, n is the viscosity of the matrix, R is 

the zone radius and 0 is the differential in the unconstrained shrinkage 

rate. 
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Shrinkage of the outer zone subsequent to cavity formation tends to 

cause cavity closureo Full densification of the outer zone should permit 

full closure and elimination of the cavity, provided that the initial 

(compact) densities were similar within the inner and outer zones. How-

ever, appreciable differences in initial density or incomplete densifica-

tion of the outer zone would generally leave a residual void space (fig. 7). 

3,3 Large Voids 

The origins of large voids are not well defined at this juncture. 

Nevertheless, a set of plausible void evolution processes can be established. 

The range of possibilities emerges by considering the changes in void space 

that occur during sintering. In the absence of constraint or coarsening 

(by surface diffusion), individual void spaces must diminish in proportion 

with the net shrinkage of the body.t However, void space modifications can 

be conjectured in the presence of either constraints (internal or external) 

or of rapid coarsening. 

External constraints can be eliminated by careful design of the sin

tering fixtures and will thus be excluded from consideration. Internal 

stresses can develop during sintering as the result of both particle size 

distributions and particle rotation. The internal stresses have been con-

jectured as possible sources of void enlargement. Rapid densification of 

a zone of fine particles is a prominent example of internal stress (fig. 21, 

Appendix II). The stresses developed outside the rapidly densifying zone 

are purely deviatoric (the hydrostatic stress is zero) and hence, void 

tsmail--p~~es at three grain junctions coalesce and increase in size in 
direct proportion with the grain size; but, these pores are too small to 
be the failure origins of the present analysis" 
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enlargement cannot occur in this region.t However, voids can form at 

the perimeter of the fine grained zone (as discussed above) and may be 

of appreciable size if the initial density within this zone is considerably 

smaller than the density of the surrounding powder. 

Particle rotation can also generate internal stresses. 40 The rota

tional forces can generate hydrostatic tension along the equatorial plane 

of the void, and are thus capable of inducing a spheroidal enlargement of 

the void. However, the stresses are very small and significant enlargement 

is considered unlikely; although additional study of this phenomenon is 

certainly warranted. 

Void coarsening occurs by surface diffusion or by evaporation-conden

sation in the presence of a size distribution of void space. However, in 

order to achieve densification, the mass transport that procedes in accord 

with these mechanisms must be minimal relative to mass transport by boundary 

or lattice diffusion. 41 •42 The low coarsening diffusivities required for 

sintering in conjunction with the relatively large diffusion distances 

involved in the coarsening of large voids (several times the particle 

size), suggest that significant enlargement of the large voids that in

fluence fracture is unlikely. 

The mQ~:t~Jlr_oJlablELS.oYrces .o.fJgrge voids include: the intitial void 
~.'7-" ----' -- ' ' • -" • 4-r''~- --~7~'-•~o---• -.,•-« ---~,, ~-.-, 

(or filLer). space in the green compact, and the decomposition of extraneous 

particles (with a concomittant generation of gaseous phases)o In particular, 

gas generation within the final stage could lead to appreciable expansion 

of existent voids (in accord with standard viscoelastic behavior), Further 

tit is emphasized that external constraints have been eliminated from con
sideration; if such constraints existed void enlargement would occur in the 
presence of shrinkage inhomogeneity. 
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studies of gas evolution are of paramount importance with regard to void 

induced failure. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that a number of important failure origins 

in ceramics can be associated with microstructural 'defects' generated 

during processingo These mechanically defective regions of the micro-

structure consist of large grained zones, large pores or cavities and 

large inclusions" Determination of the origin of these defects in the 

processing cycle and their eventual elimination provides an important 

processing challenge. 

The formation of these processing defects is not well understood, 

particularly at the quantitative level. Some considerations pertinent 

to the creation of large grains and large pores have been presented. 

t·1ore detailed analysis of the specific mechanisms of pore/grain boundary 

breakaway and of void space enlargement are needed before an ability to 

predict and control defect development can be established. Such studies 

represent an important research direction for processing science. 
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APPENDIX I 

Pore and Grain Shapes During Sintering 

a) Pore Shapes 

The motion of pores attached to grain boundary must result in pore 

shape changes that provide the gradient in surface curvation needed to 

create an atom flux from the leading to the trailing surface of the pore 

(fig.l4). By specifying the pore velocity, vp, and requiring that the 

dihedral angle, ~ , remain constant, the pore shape can be calculated as 

a function of pore velocity. Results have been obtained30 for pore 

motion by surface diffusion. A linearized, two-dimensional solution is 

presented here in order to indicate the essential features of the analysis. 

Detailed results can be found elsewhere30 

For a pore moving by surface diffusion, the atom flux at a surface 
24 element, ds, is given by ; 

(A 1 ) 

where Dsos is the surface diffusion parameter, Ys is the surface energy, 

K is the curvature, and kT has its usual meaning. Defining e as the angle 

between the velocity axis and the surface normal, eqn. (A.l) becomes: 

(A2) 

where the positive sign refers to the leading surface of the void and the 

negative sign relates to the trailing surface. Conservation of matter 

dictates that: 

(A3) 
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Symmetry requires that the net flux across the void axis be zero, and 

thus, 

{A4) 

Combining (A.2) and (A.4), the differential equation that describes 

the void shape becomes: 

(A5) 

When both the dihedral angle, ~ , and the velocity are small, the surface 

tangent does not deviate appreciably from the original grain boundary 

'IT) 2 2 plane (i.e., e + 2 ; then K::: d y/dx; ds::: dx and cose:::dy/dx. The 

differential equation (A.5) then becomes: 

(A6) 

This differential equation can be readily solved in closed form, 

subject to the appropriate boundary conditionso For both surfaces, 

symmetry requires that dy/dx = 0 at x = Oo The equilibrium dihedral 

angle, ~ , must be retained in the presence of grain boundary or lattice 

diffusion, hence; 

(A7) 

where ~l and ~2 are the tangents at the leading and trailing edges 

respectively" The surface curvature (d2y/dx2) must be the same for both 

surfaces at x = a. Imposing these boundary conditions, equation (A6) 

yields the foll~wing relations for the pore surfaces: 
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(AS) 

A more detailed, finite difference, analysis for an axisymmetric 

pore30 indicates similar pore distortions. However, the analysis also 

reveals that steady state pore motion can only occur up to a peak normalized 

velocity, 

(A9) 

where Vc ranges from 1.5 for a dihedral angle of 160° to 7 for a dihedral 

angle of 60°. At velocities in excess of Vc , non steady-state pore motion 

initiates and the contact radius a diminishes rapidly with further in-

creases in the net pore velocityo 

Another result of interest is the inclination ~ between the grain 

boundary tangent and the plane of pore contacto This is given for the 

axisymmetric pore by; 

(AlO) 

where a
0 

is the initial pore contact radius. 
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b) Grain Boundary Shapes 

The grain boundary shape is determined by the driving force (boundary 

curvatures) and the grain boundary mobility. Preliminary grain boundary 

shapes are calculated by assuming uniform driving force and mobility condi

tionso When a pore is attached to a grain boundary and pore drag initiates, 

an axisymmetric boundary shape develops in the vicinity of the pore (fig. 

16)0 The boundary thus exhibits two curvatures, Kl , and K2 (fig. 16) 

that determine the driving force. The axisymmetric curvature K2 permits 

the existence of a net positive driving force in the direction of pore 

motion, even when the in-plane curvature Kl is negative (a curvature 

normally indicative of boundary motion in the opposite direction). 

The driving force, attributed to the grain boundary curvature, on 

the boundary containing the pore, is given by, 30 

while the driving force on the other two boundaries is 

F = 2yb/R (A12) 

where R is their radius of curvature. Equating these driving forces in 

accord with our uniformity assumption, we obtain 

(A 13") 

where P = dy/dx. This equation can be solved, using a finite difference 
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procedure, subject to the boundary condition that the dihedral angle 

at the three grain junction be 2n/3o The results are described in the 

text (fig" 17) • 

c) Estimates of Pore Separation 

Pore separation can be considered to occur as an inevitable conse-

quence either of the initiation of pore drag or of a grain boundary 

velocity that exceeds the peak steady-state pore velocityo Estimates of 

separation obtained for both criteria yield similar resultso 

The pore drag initiation criterion requires that the steady-state 

motion of pores with grain boundaries be established, then, the pore 

velocity is allowed to become incrementally smaller than the boundary 

velocityo Steady-state boundary motion pertains on boundaries with an 

essentially spherical surface, radius R. Attachment of a pore to such 

a boundary requires that the grain boundary tangent, ¢ , satisfy a 
!(J 

geometric requirement, dependent upon the void radius (a), given by; 

¢ ~dy/dxlx=a = aAR
2
-a

2 (Al4) 

However, ¢ dictates the pore velocity (eqn AlO), while R establishes 

the boundary velocity according to; 

By requiring vp to be incrementally smaller than vb , the condition 

for initiating instability can be derived from eqns (AlO), (Al4) and (A15) 

as 

(A16) 
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Hence, an instability is most likely to initiate when R is at its 

largest value: because ¢ decreases as R increaseso The maximum 

value of R during exaggerated grain growth (figo 15a) pertains when 

the -~oundary is of uniform widtho At this stage, R = ds (where ds is 

the size of the small grains). The separation condition thus becomes, 

10(~Ds6sys/kTMbyb) 

'\/1 - (aofds)2 
(A 17) 

Since it is geometrically required that ds> 2a
0 

(see section 3.1), eqn 

(Al7) reduces to the result given by eqn (4) in the text. 

Alternately, separation can be considered to initiate when the grain 

boundary velocity (eqn Al5) exceeds the peak steady state pore velocity 

(eqn A9); 

(Al8) 

where R is now the curvature of the grain boundary remote from the 

pore (where it is undistorted by pore drag). Hence, the most stringent 

condition for the avoidance of breakaway, in accord with this criterion, 

occurs when R is at its smallest valueo The grain breakaway radius of 

curvature is at its smallest in the three-sided grain configuration that 

precedes grain disappearance (fig" 15b). For this grain configuration 

separation is averted if the pore converges onto the prospective three 

grain junction, R"'{3a, before eqn (Al8) can be satisfied. The critical 

separation condition thus becomes 

(Al9) 
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Subsequent, less stringent, separation events would be characterized either 

by eqn (Al8) or by eqn (Al7), depending upon the grain size and grain con

figuration. 
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APPENDIX II 

Inh~Q.g_eneity Stresses During Sintering 

Zones consisting of fine particles shrink during sintering at a more 

rapid rate than the surrounding, comparatively coarse-grained matrix (fig. 21). 

Stresses must develop as a consequence of this shrinkage inhomogeneity. 

The stress evolution can be analyzed by establishing an annloqy with the 

transformation of a particle contained in a linearly viscous matrix. 
' The ·pore volume V in a zone containing particles of size b diminishes 

at a rate given by; 
26 

where f is the fraction of the grain facet occupied by the pore, oQ, is 

the local stress that drvelops because of inhomogeneity, b is the grain 

facet length and 0 0 is the sintering stress (00~ 2ys sin(~/2 - n/6) 1 13fb), 

The unconstrained difference in volumetric strain-rate that exists between 

a zone of small particles, bi , and a larger grained matrix, 

(A21) 

where the superscripts i and o f t th f" re er o e 1ne and coarse grained zones 
respectively. This unconstrained strain ,-s analogous to a t f · rans ormat10n 
strain. It can thus be directly related to the stress 

0 
39 

t that develops 
within the fine-grained zone; 

T 
0t = 4n t:..e _ ( A22) 

where n is the viscosity of the matrix
1 
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( 0)3( 0)3 ' n = nkT b 1-f /9Dbob~ (A23) 

Eliminating the transformation strain from eqns. (Al9) and (A20) and solving 
31 

for the shrinkage from eqn. (Al8), the local stress becomes, 

2ys sin(~/2 - n/6) (l-fi) 
0

9, '= 13 f 1b1 
(A24) 

This stress is hydrostatic, regardless. of the shape of the fine-grained 

zone. 

The stresses in the coarse-grained zone depend on the shape of the 
39 

shrinkage inhomogeneity. For an approximately spherical zone; 

3 or = oQ, (R/r) 

( r :>- R) 

(A25) 

where or and o8 are the radial and tangential stresses, respectively, 

R is the zone radius and r is the distance from the zone center. The 

stresses are deviatoric (or+ 2o8 = 0). The matrix is thus subject to 

enhanced shear deformation, but neither the macroscopic shrinkage nor void 

growth behavior are affected by the shrinkage inhomogeneity. 

This approach can also be used to predict the particle size ratio that 

initiates circumferential cavity formation. The essential requirement is;39 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Effects of defect type on the fracture strength of hot pressed 

Si 3N4. 

Fig. 2. A schematic indicating relations between studies of fracture, 

processing, and NDE. 

Fig. 3. a) A typical effect of temperature on the strength of ceramics, 

indicating a region of dominance by pre-existent flaws at low 

temperatures and cavitation induced failure at elevated tempera

tures. 

b) A typical trend in fracture strength with grain size, indica

ting fracture from pre-existent flaws at small grain sizes and 

fracture at large grain sizes dictated either by microcrack coal

escence or by flaws sma 11 er than the grain size. 

Fig. 4. A schematic indicating the formation of surface cracks during 

machining. 

Fig. 5. The stable growth of machining induced cracks during a sterngth 

test. indicating the stress maximum which coincides with the 

measured strength. 

Fig. 6. a) A large void fracture origin in SiC (courtesy M. Srinivasan) 

scanning electron micrograph. 

b) A schematic indicating a void fracture model and the void size 

dependence of the strength: m is the shape parameter associated 

with the size distribution of the circumferential flaws. 

Fig. 7. A scanning electron micrograph of a crack-like cavity in SiC 

(courtesy M. Srinivasan) 
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Fig. 8. A schematic indicating the various types of inclusion initiated 

fracture processes. 

Fig. 9. a) A schematic indicating the existence of two dominant flaw 

populations: surface cracks and fabrication defects. 

b) The failure incidence from the two populations typically 

encountered in a flexure test. 

Fig. 10. a) A schematic indicating a four grain arrangement and the 

orientations of maximum and minimum thermal contraction. 

b) The residual stresses along the grain boundaries calculated 

for the four grain configuration. 

c) The stress intensity factors for a crack located at the three 

grain junctions. 

Fig. 11. A scanning electron micrograph of cavities in Al 2o3 formed during 

high temperature mechanical testing. 

Fig. 12. a) A scanning electron micrograph of a large grained high tempera

ture fracture origin in Al 2o3. 

b) A schematic indicating the relation between the high viscosity 

and high stress in the large grained zone. 

Fig. 13. A schematic indicating the equilibrium and crack-like cavities 

observed in fine-grained Al 2o3. 

Fig. 14. Pore shapes that develop during axial pore motion for pores 

attached to grain boundaries (a) stationary pore (b) steady 

state pore motion at the specified normalized velocity (c) non 

steady state pore motion at high net velocities. 

Fig. 15. a) A large grain surrounded by small grains which are eliminated 

during grain growth. 
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b) A three-sided grain typical of grain morphologies before 

final disappearance. 

Fig. 16. The axisymmetric configuration that develops during pore drag. 

Fig. 17. Calculated shapes of grain boundaries in the axisymmetric configur

ation. 

Fig. 18. Scanning electron micrograph of a pore attached to a migrating 

grain boundary in MgO. 

Fig. 19. Transmission electron micrographs of (a) dislocations attached to 

intergranular pores (courtesy J. Porter), (b) a sub-grain attached 

to an intergranular pore (courtesy D. R. Clarke). 

Fig. 20. A final stage sintering map indicating the separation region 

and an expected grain/pore coarsening trajectory. 

Fig. 21. A schematic indicating the stresses that develop following the 

rapid shrinkage of a zone of fine-grained particles in a coarse

grained matrix. 
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